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ABSTRACT
l

- The objective of this program was the advancement of small radial inflow

turbine technology in the area of operation at higher turbine inlet gas

temperatures.

A two-phase program was structured. In the first phase, two mid-temperature

range 4.50-inch tip diameter radial inflow turbine rotors, were designed for a

mm 30-kW gas turbine with a maximum turbine inlet nozzle temperature of 2200*F.

* One rotor was internally air-cooled and the other conduction-cooled in a

monorotor (integral/turbine and compressor) arrangement. On the basis of

performance, structural and cost analyses, the monorotor arrangement was

selected for continued development evaluation.

A ceramic high temperature rotor was also studied for operation at a maximum

turbine inlet nozzle temperature of 2600*F. Estimated failure probability for

this high temperature rotor study was too high to warrant continuation.

Cast monorotors were procured during the second phase of the program. One

monorotor was spin tested to 120 percent (126,000 rpm) design speed, and then

m intentionally burst at 135,000 rpm.

It is recommended that aerodynamic design verification testing be conducted as

the next phase on the monorotor development program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
I

* The primary objective of this program was to advance the technology of small

high temperature, radial inflow turbine rotors for gas turbine generator sets

5 in the range of 15 to 30 kW. It was required to increase rotor temperature

capability, such that significant improvements in generator set thermal

efficiency and power density could be attained without undue penalties in
life, reliability, or cost. The baseline turbine rotor configuration selected

m for this program was the Turbomach T-20G generator set.

The specific objectives were design analysis and fabrication:

* CLIN 0001 PHASE I - DESIGN ANALYSIS - A mid-temperature rotor (MTR)

will be designed for a maximum turbine nozzle inlet temperature of

22001F representative of the threshold for simply-cooled metallic

technology.

The flow path of a high temperature rotor (HTR) will be defined for a

maximum turbine nozzle inlet temperature of 2600°F using ceramic

material technologies realistically achievable in the 1984 to 1985 time

U frame or advanced cooled metallic alternates.

" CLIN 0002 PHASE II - FABRICATION - The MTR design will be procured in

limited quantities sufficient for testing to determine mechanical

integrity, including cold spin tests to verify basic design adequacy

and to establish acceptance criteria.

L
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2.0 DESIGN ANALYSISI

A technology status review was conducted before commencing design analysis.

A
2.1 TECHNOLOGY STATUS

To date, the following published design approaches have been analytically and

*m experimentally investigated for small high temperature radial inflow turbines

suitable for gas turbine application.

Design Approach Configuration Reference*

1. External film cooling 1, 4
2. Internal impingement cooling 2, 4, 5
3. Disc conduction cooling 3, 4
4. Uncooled ceramic rotor 6, 7
5. Uncooled metal rotor with advanced materials 7U

*See Section 5.0

The level of cooling technology achieved is depicted in Figure 2-1. The

Scooling effectiveness is defined as the ratio of the difference between the
relative temperature of the uncooled rotor and the local metal temperature,

to the difference between the relative temperature of the uncooled rotor and

the compressor discharge cooling air. Although external film cooling is

Peffective along the back shroud and the rotor entry, rapid mixing reduces
cooling effectiveness at the position of maximum blades stress.

Dependent upon the internal cooling scheme sophistication, cooling

- effectiveness from 40 to 60 percent is attainable. Multiple-pass coolirg

schemes have, however, resulted in castability problems (Ref. 1) which would

become even more difficult in the smaller baseline turbine configuration.

2-1
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Figure 2-1. Radial Turbine Cooling Technology

2.2 BASELINE CONFIGURATION

The baseline configuration selected for the high temperature radial turbine

program was the turbine rotor of the T-20G single-shaft gas turbine. The

baseline machined rotor casting is shown in Figure 2-2, and is 4.25 inches in

diameter with 18 blades. The casting is procured in MAR-M-421 and INCO 713

LC materials, dependent upon the operating environment. Engine and component

performance for the T-20G, at the prescribed 5000 feet altitude and 107°F

ambient temperature, is listed in Table 2-1 at the maximum rated exhaust gas
temperature of 13201F. With package inlet heating of 101F and pressure

losses of three percent, rated output power and fuel flow would be 19.8 kW

and 37.2 pph respectively.

Study was required as to the possibility of uprating this baseline

configuration to a mid-temperature rotor of 2200°F and a high temperature

rotor of 26001F.

2-2
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Figure 2-2. Baseline Rotor Configuration

Phase I preliminary estimates of engine performance for the uncooled RTR and

ceramic HTR configurations are also included in Table 2-1 for simple-cycle

and regenerative versions.

*Examination of Table 2-1 data shows that significant improvements in power

and specific fuel consumption are possible by increasing turbine nozzle inlet

temperature up to 22000 F, if the turbine can be designed to maintain 82

percent effic 4ency with no significant cooling losses. Output rating could

be increased to 30 kW with an advanced regenerative 2200°F T-20G generator.

Increasing the turbine nozzle inlet temperature to 2600OF provides slightly

.- more power, but no significant improvements in fuel flow.

These potential performance improvements must be weighted against the

accompanying increase in cost. One such method of weighting could be the

permissible cost increase to maintain the baseline generator set package's

specific weight-to-power ratio (lb/kW), based upon a fly-in mission with

24-hour continuous operation at rated loads. Table 2-2 shows such a

comparison, indicating that total cost increases from 50 to 100 percent for

2-3



Table 2-1. Preliminary Performance Baseline for MTR and HTR Generator Sets*

U
Design Approach Configuration

Parameter Performance 1 2 3 4 5

" Rotational Speed, krpm 93.5 105 105 105 105
Compressor Pressure Ratio 3.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4
Compressor Airflow (Fixed AN), pps 0.49 0.58 0.58 0.55 0.55

Compressor Efficiency, % 76 76 76 76 76
Package Pressure Losses, % 3 3 3 3 3
Combustor Pressure Loss, % 5 5 5 5 5
Heat Exchanger Pressure Loss, % 0 0 4.0 0 4.0
Heat Exchanger Effectiveness 0 0 0.9 0 0.9
Turbine Nozzle Inlet Temperature,OF** 1770 2200 2200 2600 2600
Turbine Tip Speed, fps 1730 2070 2050 2210 2190
Turbine Velocity Ratio 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
Turbine Efficiency 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.80 0.80

* Turbine Exit Temperature, OF 1320 1570 1584 1887 1903
Turbine Cooling (Net Loss), % 0 0 3 0 3
Leakage, % 2 2 5 2 5
Gross Shaft Power, hp 33.3 66.0 55.0 74.7 63.2
Mechanical Losses, hp 2.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.0
Net Output, hp 31.3 63.0 50.0 71.7 58.2
Combustor Efficiency, % 97 97 93 97 93

* Generator Efficiency, % 85 88 88 89 89
Net Output, kW 19.8 41.2 32.3 47.5 36.4
Fuel Flow (Diesel), pph 37.2 58.5 26.0 69.2 28.9
SFC, lb/kW-hr 1.87 1.42 0.81 1.45 0.76

*5000 Feet Altitude, 107°F Ambient Temperature, 3% Pressure Losses, 10OF

*Inlet Heating
**For preliminary design purposes, turbine nozzle inlet temperature was

assumed equal to turbine rotor inlet temperature.

high temperature simple-cycle and heat-exchanged cycle engines respectively,

would not be justifiable. A more reasonable cost increase would be on the

order of 15 to 30 percent respectively, if technology investment is to provide

a user payback.

On the basis of experience, this would translate back to the baseline turbine

rotor, in fully-machined, ready-to-install condition, as a permissible cost

differential of $2000 to $3000. This rudimentary logic series can provide a

basis for the permissible degree of rotor casting sophistication.

2-4



Table 2-2. Specific Weight/kW Comparison

Design Approach Configuration
Parameter Performance 1 2 3 4 5

Rated Output kW 19.8 41.2 32.3 47.5 38.4
Rated Fuel Flow, pph 37.2 58.5 26.0 69.2 28.9
Package Weight, lb 460 500 560 550 610
Fuel Weight 890 1405 625 1660 695
Total Weight 1350 1905 1185 2210 1305
Specific Weight, lb/kW 68.2 46.2 36.7 46.5 34.0
Allowable Cost Increase, % 0 48 86 47 100
(to match baseline lb/kW)

M

2.3 RADIAL TURBINE DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

Life Limiting Criteria are dependent upon the specific engine application and

may encompass:

- Stress rupture limits
M Low cycle fatigue, and high cycle fatigue

. Environmental aspects (corrosion, oxidation, erosion)

* Disc burst speed

* Disc to shaft attachment

The particular areas of the rotor where these criteria may be life limiting

. are shown in Figure 2-3. For continuous-duty generator set applications

(using diesel fuels), the two most significant factors are stress rupture life

and environmental aspects.

Representative stress rupture limits for uncooled radial turbines are shown in

Figure 2-4, and indicate that for a representative life of 500 hours at

maximum temperature, it would be difficult to attain the MTR goal of 2200*F.

The baseline rotor configuration exducer tip thickness of 0.020 inches is too

small to allow internal cooling; thus, hot corrosion could be the limiting

factor as governed by turbine exhaust gas temperature.

2-5
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Figure 2-3. Operating Limitations of Small Radial TurbinesU

" Figure 2-5 shows the relationship between turbine inlet temperature, turbine

exhaust temperature, and compressor pressure ratio.

Pressure ratios greater than 4.0 to I are required to attain the MTR goal of

S22001F without exceeding a metal temperature of 1600OF in the exducer tip

region.

Environmental aspects to be confronted in generator set applications are

" operation on diesel fuel resulting in sulfur attack and corrosion on the

nozzle and rotor, plus operation in heavy dust and sand conditions. Particle

ingestion with possible ensuing blockage of small cooling holes in an

internally-cooled rotor could present a serious problem.
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*2.4 EFFECT OF GEOMETRY VARIATIONS TO BASELINE ROTOR

_ Major performance parameters for the baseline rotor design at the rated

operating point of 5000 feet and 107°F are shown in Table 2-3. The rotor was

originally designed for approximately 30 percent less flow, and a relatively

'- high blade number was chosen for the higher blade loading.

To optimize turbine performance, blade cooling airflow must be traded against

blade aerodynamic performance. This trade-off can be accomplished if cooling

C 2-7
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Figure 2-5. Temperature Limits of Uncooled Exducer

Table 2-3. Major Performance Parameters of Baseline Rotor

Parameters Performance

Pressure Ratio 3.13
Rotational Speed, rpm 93,500
Airflow, pps 0.49
Flow Function wfT/, inlet 0.502
Efficiency (Total-Static), % 82.0
Nozzle Inlet Temperature, 'F 1,770
Tip Diameter, inch 4.25
Tip Width, inch 0.24
Shroud Clearance, inch 0.035
Number of Blades 18
Exducer Shroud Diameter, inch 2.66
Exducer Hub Diameter, inch 0.87
Exducer Blade Thickness (RMS), inch 0.025
Exducer Blade Angle (RMS), degree 62
Velocity Ratio 0.63
Tip Incidence, degree -3.0
Exit Swirl (RMS), degree 29.3

2-8



scheme effectiveness and cooling flow energy recovery are established. For

*preliminary purposes, the design data depicted in Figure 2-1 can be used with

a conservative assumption that 50 percent of the cooling flow energy is lost.

Turbine features conducive to the reduction of cooling flow requirements are

minimum surface area and increased blade thickness. The effect of these

geometric parameters on turbine efficiency is shown in Table 2-4 at a

" velocity ratio of 0.63.

- 2.5 MTR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The previous initial studies have shown that a developed MTR design would be

capable of providing a generator set in the 30-kW class. The MTR design

should embody the following features.

" Turbine nozzle inlet gas temperature 2200*F

a Cycle pressure ratio > 4.0

• Blade number 12 to 14

• Higher taper ratio blades

* Tip speed 2000 to 2100 feet per second

U•" Fully-machined casting cost not to exceed $2000

• Ambient conditions 5000 feet, 107*F

pTable 2-4. Effect of Geometric Parameters on Turbine Efficiency

Parameters Turbine Blade Efficiency

Blade Number 18 16 14 12 10
&n, % 0.2 0 0 0.5 1.0

Exducer Thickness, inch 0.025 0.05 0.10 .. ..
An, % 0 1.8 4.8 .. ..

Inlet Blade Height, inch 0.24 0.22 0.20 .. ..
A , / 0 0.2 0.8 .. ..

p2-9



The stage total-to-static efficiency should be 80 to 82 percent for cycle

i performance calculations with a minimal net cooling flow energy loss. This

efficiency level is not overly conservative (as it appears) in relation to

Reference 2, but is based upon practical goals for a small high temperature

turbine in actual engine operation. Experience shows it is difficult to

Imaintain tight clearance limits due to the variation in operating temperatures,

operating procedures, and environments for small gas turbine generator sets.

Examination of operating conditions for other Turbomach gas turbine generator

* sets has shown that a viable stress rupture design life criterion is on the

order of 600 hours at the maximum turbine inlet temperature occurring at 5000

feet altitude with 107'F ambient temperature condition.

The operating limits for typical radial turbines shown in Figure 2-3 indicate

that it would not be possible to design an uncooled MTR to meet the 600 hour

life. The MTR will, therefore, require some form of cooling.

For a tip speed of 2050 fps, the maximum blade root stress will be on the order

* 60 ksi. Typical superalloy stress rupture characteristics shown in Figure 2-4

indicate that with a life of 600 hours the maximum tolerable metal temperature

*will be approximately 14501F.

The required cooling flow effectiveness at the blade root (near maximum radial

blade height) is therefore:

P. 1750 - 1450
:_ = 0.25
1750 - 520

The cooling flow requirements based on Figure 2-1 are:

Type of Cooling Flow, !

Disc or veil 7
Monorotor 0
Single-pass internal cooling 2.2
Multiple-pass internal cooling 1.3

2-10
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This suggests that initial recommended design solutions for a conventional

Usuperalloy MTR would be the monorotor and single-pass internal cooling

approaches.

2.5.1 Preliminary MTR Designs

Modifications to the baseline rotor to satisfy MTR requirements are basically:

* Higher tip speed

* * Reduced number of blades with higher taper ratio

• Material and cooling method selection to meet 500 hours stress

rupture life.

Testing has demonstrated the feasibility of operating the engine with the

rotational speed increased to 105,000 rpm. Corresponding rotor tip diameter

to attain a velocity ratio of 0.63 with an expansion ratio of 4.0 would be 4.5

inches. The optimized aerodynamic design point for the MTR at these

conditions is listed in Table 2-5. This design point provides initial

- geometric features of the MTR to permit the next design task of identifying an

-" internal flowpath. To minimize blade stress and fabrication costs, it is

customary to restrict the blade design to the radial element type with blade

hub/tip taper ratios of 4.0 to 5.0. An examination of the exducer diameter

ratio and speed indicated that the hub centrifugal stress would be

approximately:

HUB CF Stress = 39.5[ 1 + ksi
""(Taper Ratio)

With an uncooled exducer operating with an EGT of 1580°F and designed for a

life of 500 hours, a maximum blade stress of 48 ksi is permissible using the

upper limit of the conventional superalloy stress rupture characteristics in

Figure 2-6. A blade taper ratio of 4.0 to 5.0 was, therefore, initially

selected. Note that doubling the blade taper ratio to 10 would reduce the

blade root stress by 10 percent, and at the same time would incur an

aerodynamic performance penalty.

p. 2-11



Table 2-5. Preliminary MTR Design Point

U
Parameter Design Point

Pressure Ratio 4.0
Rotational Speed, rpm 105,000
Airflow, pps 0.58
Nozzle Inlet Temperature, IF 2,200
Flow Function, wVT/P, inlet 0.50
Efficiency (Total-Static), % 81
Tip Diameter, inch 4.5

* Tip Speed, fps 2,060
Tip Width, inch 0.22

* Shroud Clearance, inch 0.035
Number of Blades 12
Exducer Shroud Diameter, inch 2.75
Exducer Hub Diameter, inch 0.87
Exducer Blade Thickness (RMS), inch 0.035
Exducer Blade Angle (RMS), degree 56
Velocity Ratio 0.63
Tip Incidence, degree 19.0
Blade Tip Relative Temperature, OF 1,890
Exhaust Gas Temperature, IF 1,580

The previous inlet and exit flow conditions and structural considerations

were used to arrive at the MTR meridional flow path and blade thicknesses

shown in Figure 2-7. The requirement for radial blade elements and minimum

S. exducer blade overlaps for castability then establishes the blade

circumferential wrap. This rotor configuration was examined using the

axisymmetric internal flow analysis program to assess velocity gradients and

blade loading characteristics. Figure 2-8 shows the rotor internal velocity

distributions along the shroud, mean, and hub stream tubes. Relatively

smooth loading is observed with no regions of negative velocities.

At this point, it was possible to study the rotor cooling techniques and to

reiterate the preliminary design process as necessary to formalize selected

MTR final designs.
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Figure 2-7. MTR Design Flow Path
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• Figure 2-8. MTR Internal Velocity Distributions

r ".-

2.6 INTERNALLY-COOLED MTRs

.' Several methods to internally cool radial inflow rotors have been

investigated. The design shown in Figure 2-9 is different in that the

revision to a previous manufacturing technique, using a two-piece

- rotor/exducer combination, makes it convenient to EDM axial cooling holes in

• the highly stressed regions of the rotor disc and blades. Circumferential

• alignment of the rotor-to-exducer is optimized to use ejected rotor trailing

edge cooling air in addition to film cooling the exducer.
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Figure 2-9. MTR Preliminary Internally-Cooled Rotor

Relatively cool compressor discharge air (4201F) flows down through the

stationary seal plate between the compressor and turbine rotors. Compressor

discharge pressure is maintained at the rotor hub by radial and axial

labyrinth seals. Flow metering is accomplished by the seal gaps and cooling

hole orifice sizing.

-The large difference between the cooling air and rotor tip metal temperatures

could provide a high radial temperature gradient and, thus, a high additive

thermal stress. For 500 hours life, the blade root should be cooled to a

temperature in the range of 1350 to 1450 0 F. Without any conduction down the
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blade or cooling the rotor tip, metal temperature would approach the gas

relative temperature of 1900°F. For the required life, the tip stress could,

*therefore, not exceed 10 ksi in a conventional superalloy. The alternative

internally-cooled MTR design selected is shown in Figure 2-10. This design

., alleviated the thermal gradient problems of the previous design and also

permitted cooling in the hot tip section at the expense of roughly tripling

the casting manufacturing cost. Thicker blades were required to allow for

the cooling passage inserts, which would result in a slight performance

decrement.

2.6.1 Stress and Thermal Analysis of Internally-Cooled MTR

Stress analysis of the internally-cooled MTR rotor was simplified by

generating equivalent mass-lumped blades attached to a disc (body of

revolution) two-dimensional finite element model. The resulting blade

stresses are, therefore, slightly optimistic and do not reflect stress

concentration zones that would exist at internal cooling hole galley

-- junctures. Thermal analysis was completed using the data of Figure 2-11 and

a finite difference nodal network computer model. Maximum cooling flow was

SU

TANGENTIAL THICKNESS

075

10

25

Figure 2-10. Selected Internally-Cooled MTR Rotor
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Figure 2-11. MTR Turbine Thermal Program Inputs

limited to three percent (compressor exit flow) by the size of the rotor tip

" cooling air ejection orifices (3.0 x 0.025 x 0.03 sq. inches). The

calculated equivalent primary cooling loss incurred by rotor pumping for tip

ejection was 2.5 percent.

Rotor stresses and temperature distribution are shown in Figure 2-12 for IN

792 material. Estimated stress rupture life for the life-limiting element

was 650 hours. Disc burst speed was 129 percent design speed. The

steady-state design point temperature distribution shown in Figure 2-13

confirms preliminary cooling effectiveness studies (Figure 2-1) for the

single-pass system. Maximum metal temperatures occur near the uncooled

exducer trailing edge.
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1 COMBINED LOADING MATERIAL IN 792

30000

45.000 Lite Limiting Stress - Rupture Element

#1C0 Temp = 1430'F oeo = 644 ks,
Assuming 25°F Margin on Temp

15,: Margin on Stress
Yields S-R Life = 650 hr

60.000

75,000 0 2,822

90.000

Burst Margin
105.000 Oave tan = 79.3 ks,

ul t = 155 ksi

B.M. = /155 x 0.85 = 1.29

.-- 226.000

Figure 2-12. MTR Internally-Cooled Rotor Stresses

The relatively small tip ejection holes (0.025 x 0.03) and passage minimum

width of 0.025 are of concern and could become blocked in adverse

U environmental operating conditions not uncommon to small portable generator

sets. Small gas turbines with small fuel flows are also sensitive to fuel

'' atomization and soot formation, and deposition could be a potential problem

with the MTR internally-cooled rotor.

2.6.2 Application of Internally-Cooled MTR

A small 40-kW gas turbine, simple-cycle generator set powerhead incorporating

- an internally-cooled MTR is depiited in Figure 2-14. Compressor discharge
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Figure 2-13. MTR Internally-Cooled Rotor Temperatures

Figure 2-14. 40-kW Gas Turbine with Internally-Cooled Turbine Wheel
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air is metered down the compressor/turbine seal plate to the hub of the MTR

for passage througn the rotor cavity and ejection at the tip. Nozzle cooling

is also indicated as would be necessary for operation at a rotor inlet

temperature of 22000 F.

2.7 MTR MONOROTOR

.- The monorotor (Ref. 3) possesses manufacturing and cost advantages in

exchange for high thermal stresses originating from a pronounced axial

M (rather than radial) temperature gradient. The axial gradient is a function

• "of the design pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature. A somewhat

higher cycle pressure ratio than 4.4 could be desired at MTR and HTR

* temperature levels to reduce the axial temperature gradient. The preliminary

monorotor configuration selected (Figure 2-15) was used to commence thermal

and stress analysis.

*FILLET RAD 08 07

035

*4

3 -

04

05

2

03 075

05JTANGENTIAL THICKNESS 20

10 10

075 15

0

Figure 2-15. Monorotor Preliminary Configuration
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2.7.1 Thermal and Stress Analysis of MTR Monorotor

UThe monorotor configuration (Figure 2-15) was used to create a thermal nodal

network for computation of the design point steady-state temperature

distribution. Additional input to the internal flow data of Figure 2-11 were

the tip seal leakage conditions shown in Figure 2-16 and the estimated

compressor (side) air relative temperatures. The resulting temperature

distribution for the monorotor is shown in Figure 2-17 and indicates a

maximum localized temperature at the exducer tip of 16001F. These data were

used with a two-dimensional finite element stress model to determine dynamic

and thermal stress loads.

Initial turbine blade stresses exceeded IN 792 material capabilities, and

optimization of the blade taper ratios was conducted. The final selected

rotor blade thickness variations are shown in Figure 2-18. Corresponding

stresses are shown in Figure 2-19. Estimated stress rupture life for the

life-limiting element was 300 hours. Disc burst overspeed was 143 percent.

The burst mode would be tri-hub.

Compressor blade stresses shown in Figure 2-19 are centrifugal only and

exclude out-of-radial plane bending stresses. Blade bending stresses were

calculated separately and superposed on the centrifugal stresses to determine

5 the net equivalent stress. The maximum equivalent blade stress, shown in

Figure 2-19, was 122 ksi, with a corresponding metal temperature of 930'F.

This stress level is conservative as the proximity of the disc and fillet

would result in stress redistribution.

2.7.2 Application of MTR Monorotor

A small 40-kW gas turbine, simple-cycle generator set powerhead incorporating

an MTR monorotor is shown in Figure 2-20. The monorotor is inertia-welded to

the rotor shaft to form a single-mass rotor system. Compressor discharge air

is used to cool the turbine nozzles which are integrally cast with the

compressor diffuser in a monostator assembly.
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Figure 2-16. Monorotor Tip Conditions

- 2.8 MANUFACTURING COSTS

Preliminary drawings of the MRT internally-cooled design and monorotor

(reference drawings 161260 and 161261) were provided to the casting vendor

_ early in the program for manufacturing cost estimate purposes.
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Figure 2-18. Final Monorotor Design
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Figure 2-19. Monorotor Equivalent Stresses

Figure 2-20. 40-kW Gas Turbine with Monorotor
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A summary of quoted unit prices relative to the standard rotating assembly is

listed in Table 2-6. The internally-cooled rotor would double the rotating

assembly price and the monorotor would be half the price. The

internally-cooled rotor differential price is within the cost goal of $2000

to S3000.

5 The significant cost advantage of the monorotor, together with its

inertia-welded shaft and high durability, makes the configuration a prime

candidate for the MTR application. The high temperature and low cost

*features can also be traded against superalloy material availability, in that

an option exists to select lower grade superalloys for operation at current

turbine inlet temperature loads in the lower range of 1700 to 19001F.

2.9 SELECTION OF MTR CONFIGURATION

*The results of Phase 1 MTR design studies are summarized in Table 2-7. Apart

from stress rupture life, the monorotor possesses a clear advantage. The

*monorotor does not meet a stress rupture life requirement of 500 hours using

*IN 792 superalloy with a 251F temperature and 15 percent stress margin.

-. Using nominal stress/temperature and material strength levels, the monorotor

stress rupture life would exceed 500 hours. On the basis of the data in

UTable 2-7, it was decided to select the monorotor for Phase I casting

technology demonstration and mechanical integrity evaluation. (The finalized

* monorotor casting design is shown on drawing 161415.)

Table 2-6. Relative Costs of Rotating Assemblies

Internally
Assembly Std. Cost Cooled Rotor Monorotor

Compressor Rotor 1.0 1.0 1.17
Turbine Rotor 1.0 3.37 -
Shaft 0.28 0.28 0.17
Seal Plate 0.42 0.60 -
Bolt 0.07 0.07 -

Total 2.75 5.32 1.34
Percent Standard 100 193 48.7
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Table 2-7. MTR Design Comparison

U
Design Internally-Cooled Rotor Monorotor

Burst Speed, % 129 143
Stress Rupture Life, hours 650 300
Relative Rotating Assembly Cost, $ 5.32 1.34
Durability Poor Good

*2.10 MTR 30-KW REGENERATIVE GENERATOR SET
U

" Following selection of the MTR monorotor, additional studies were completed

on a 30-kW regenerative generator set meeting potential requirements for an

advanced lightweight portable generator unit in the late 1980s

*The features of this 30-kW unit rated at 5000 feet, 107*F ambient temperature

conditions, are shown in Figure 2-21. A single 12-inch diameter ceramic

.* regenerator disc is aft-mounted on the engine centerline and is capable of

attaining an effectiveness of 90 percent at design point conditions.

Estimated generator set performance is listed in Table 2-8, and operation at

2000*F with a pressure ratio of 4.4, a specific fuel consumption of 0.815

lb/kW-hr is projected equalling that of diesel generator sets.U

2.11 HTR DESIGN

The HTR design will be constrained by:

0 Turbine nozzle inlet gas temperature 26001F

* Blade number 12 to 14

• Tip speed 2200 feet per second

* Fully machined rotor cost S3000

* Ambient conditions 5000 feet, 107'F

* Stage efficiency (cycle) 80 percent

0 Net cooling flow loss to cycle 3.0 percent

a Stress rupture life 600 hours

* Higher taper ratio, thicker blades
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I

Figure 2-21. 30-kW Gas Turbine with 12-Inch Regenerator Disc

* .The cooling effectiveness required by a metal rotor would be about 0.50,

necessitating a costly multi-pass internal cooling configuration with exducer

trailing edge ejection. Temperature/tip speed combination and size are

similar to that of a ceramic radial inflow turbine currently being developed

• .under a DOE program (Ref. 2) with a design life goal of 100 hours at maximum

temperature.

The HTR flow path selected (Table 2-9) was essentially that of the MTR with

the tip diameter extended from 4.50 to 4.95 inches. This extended flow path

was used to generate a two-dimensional finite element stress model.
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Table 2-8. 30-kW MTR Regenerative Generator Set Performance*

I
Parameter Performance

Inlet Temperature Rise, IF 20
- Rotational Speed, krpm 105

Compressor Pressure Ratio 4.4
Compressor Airflow, pps 0.58
Compressor Efficiency, % 76
Package Pressure Losses, % 3
Combustor Pressure Loss, % 5
Heat Exchanger Pressure Loss, % 4
Heat Exchanger Effectiveness 0.9

* Turbine Nozzle Inlet Temperature, OF** 2200
Turbine Tip Speed, fps 2060
Turbine Velocity Ratio 0.63
Turbine Efficiency 0.825
Turbine Exit Temperature, IF 1565
Turbine Cooling Flow 5
Turbine Cooling Flow Equivalent Primary Loss, % 1.5
Regenerator Leakage, % 5.0
Gross Leakage (primary), % 6.5
Turbine/Compressor Flow, W/Wc 0.95

Gross Shaft Power, hp 54.5
* Mechanical Losses, hp 5.0

Net Output, hp 49.5
Combustor Efficiency, % 92
Generator Efficiency, % 85
Net Output, kW 31.4
Fuel Flow (Diesel), pph 25.6
SFC, lb/kW-hr .815

*5000 feet altitude, 107'F ambient temperature, 3% Pressure Losses, 10IF

Inlet Heating
**For design purposes, turbine nozzle inlet temperature is assumed equal to

turbine rotor inlet temperature.

- Stress results for a HTR-sintered silicone carbiae turbine rotor with a

flat-back disc contour showed excessively high stresses in the disc.

Optimization of the backface contour was conducted to reduce these high

stress levels by the addition of considerable backface slope. Figures 2-22

and 2-23 show estimated rotor temperature gradients and stresses. The

probability of failure of this rotor was calculated from:
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Table 2-9. HTR Design Point

U
Parameter Design Point

Pressure Ratio 4.0
Rotational Speed, rpm 105,000
Airflow, pps 0.58
Nozzle Inlet Temperature, IF 2600
Flow Function, w/T/P, inlet 0.50
Efficiency (Total-Static), % 81
Tip Diameter, inch 4.95
Tip Speed, fps 2260
Tip Width, inch 0.22

M Shroud Clearance, inch 0.035
Number of Blades 12
Exducer Shroud Diameter, inch 2.75
Exducer Hub Diameter, inch 0.9
Exducer Blade Thickness (RMS), inch 0.035
Exducer Blade Angle (RMS), degree 56
Velocity Ratio 0.63
Tip Incidence, degree 33.0
Blade Tip Relative Temperature, IF 2230
Exhaust Gas Temperature, IF 1903

•M

I [V 00 ) AV

V o

P =1 -e

where: V = 0.010 in.'

a = sample stress volume

0 = 58.3 ksi

M = 10.21

For the hub and blades, the probability of failure was 94 and 4.3 percent
respectively. For the blades and hub combined, the failure probability was

94.6 percent.
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Figure 2-22. HTR Rotor Temperatures

The high failure probability questions the feasibility of the HTR ceramic

approach. Options to lower stresses would be reduction of rotational speed

or tip diameter with subsequent performance penalties.

, With further optimization and reduction in tip speed, the 40 ksi maximum

stress region could be eliminated, and the failure probability would improve

to 13.9 percent.

2.12 PHASE I DESIGN SUMMARY

Two mid-temperature 4.50-inch tip diameter radial inflow turbine rotors were

designed for a maximum turbine nozzle inlet temperature of 22001F,

representative of the threshold for simply-cooled metallic technology.

Rotational speeds for both rotors were 105,000 rpm. One rotor was internally
air-cooled and the other conduction-cooled in a monorotor arrangement.
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STRESS CONTOUR PLOTS

A EFF STRESS CONTOURS

STRESS SYMBOL

10000 A
20000 B

HIGH 30000 C
BACKSHROUO 40000 D

SLOPE

B

C

AVERAGE STRESSES OF DISK - VOL. AVG. TANG. IS 19052.211 PSI
AREA AVG. TANG. IS 26841.754 PSI
AREA AVG. EQUIV. IS 30524,230 PSI

TOTAL WEIGHT OF BODY IS 0.783 LBS

DIAMETRAL INERTIA ABOUT ORIGIN IS 1.520 LB-IN
2

DIAMETRAL INERTIA ABOUT CENTROID IS 0.575 LB-IN
2

POLAR INERTIA OF BODY IS 0.916 LB-IN
2

CENTROID OF BODY FROM ORIGIN IS 1.0987 IN.

Figure 2-23. HTR Rotor Stresses

Detailed aerothermodynamic, structural, and cost analyses of both rotors

Prevealed slightly lower stress rupture life but improved burst speed margin

and significantly lower manufacturing costs for the monorotor configuration.

Technology application studies of highly portable, lightweight, ground power

- gas turbine generator sets showed that significant improvements to the

power-to-weight ratio were possible. In combination with exhaust heat

recovery with a ceramic regenerator, the MTR turbine had the potential of a

highly thermal-efficent 30-kW generator set equal to that of the diesel

engine.
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Design studies were extended to a ceramic high temperature rotor operating at

- a maximum turbine nozzle inlet temperature of 2600*F. Using sintered

Isilicone carbide material, it was determined that rotor failure probability
was unacceptable and that the relatively small performance benefit, which

occurred when operating temperature was increased from the MTR to the HTR

configuration, questions the viability of this concept.

As a result of Phase I studies, it was recommended that the MTR monorotor be

selected for casting technology demonstration and structural integrity

- evaluation. The casting tooling and three monorotors cast in IN 792

*material, satisfying drawing 161415 dimensional and material specifcation

* requirements, were recommended for procurement. It was further recommended

that a shaft compatible with the current T-20G bearing system be

inertia-welded to one machined monorotor casting for spin pit structural

integrity evaluation.

2-.
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3.0 PHASE II FABRICATIONI

An approval of the Phase I Design Analysis, procurement of monorotor tooling

and castings from Howmet Corporation was initiated.

3.1 MONOROTOR CASTINGS

n Five monorotor castings, in hipped IN 792 material with X-rays anu chemical

report, were received on January 6, 1982. Figure 3-1 shows three views of the

casting. Preliminary physical inspection showed that the blade geometry meets

the design drawing requirements. The chemical report is attached In Appendix

A. Two rotors were destructively tested at Howmet to determine material

properties, and grain structure (Table 3-1). Etching results are shown in

Figure 3-2 and indicate an acceptable grain pattern.

Table 3-1. Monorotor Material Properties

A 004 A 003

Casting I Bar 2 Bar i Bar 2 Bar

Room Temperature UTS (ksi) 163 159 163 169

Properties
Yield (ksi) 134 135 141 124
Elong % 7.5 7.2 6.3 8.7
R/A% 8.6 8.5 7.8 8.6

Stress Rupture
1400*F at 94 ksi, hrs 106 --- 105 ---
17001F at 39 ksi, hrs --- 72 --- 72
Elong % 7.5 10.1 4.7 8.9
R/A % 6.2 16.7 10.9 13.3
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Figure 3-1. Monorotor Casting

3.2 INERTIA WELDED SHAFT

1 .--

* Prior to inertia welding of the shaft proper, sample welding was conducted
using specimens of the shaft and monorotor materials to optimize the welding

, process. Tests of segments from the welds indicated that a 100 percent bend

was not possible, confirming the subcontractor's experience that up to 70

percent weld was feasible. Since torsional strength calculations revealed that

a 100 percent weld would provide a margin of safety of 558 percent, it was

decided to accept the manufacturer's procedure.
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Figure 3-1. Monorotor Casting, Contd

Figure 3-1. Monorotor Casting, Coritd
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Figure 3-2. Etching Results
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Figure 3-2. Etching Results, Contd
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Figure 3-2. Etching Results, Contd

The completed monorotor and shaft is shown in Figure 3-3 prior to holographic

* -testing and assembly in the bearing cartridge for balancing.

I

o

Figure 3-3. Completed Monorotor and Shaft
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3.3 HOLOGRAPHIC TESTING

The holographic test set-up is shown in Figure 3-4. Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show

the first fundamental compressor inducer and turbine exducer frequency

patterns, respectively. Frequency testing was conducted on the casting before

and after machining, as indicated below:
U

Frequency Compressor Turbine

Acoustic - before machining, Hz 7475 8400
Holographic - after machining, Hz 8475 9300

mU

Figure 3-4. Holographic Test Set-Up
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Figure 3-5. Compressor Inducer Frequency Pattern

Figure 3-6. Turbine Exducer Frequency Pattern
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3.4 BALANCING

3Initial balance checks revealed that excessive material removal would be

necessary to achieve a force balance, in that the rotor was out of balance by

0.236 in.-oz. Examination of the drawing requirements showed that with normal

casting tolerances and permissible machinery eccentricities, a part could be

3out of balance by as much as 0.518 in.-oz. As drawing permissible material

removal areas were insufficient to attain such a balance, an alternate method

was proposed. Figure 3-7 shows revised areas where material removal is

permitted. Removing a maximum of 0.070 in. deep material in three places is

*sufficient to balance the rotor in the worst case. The compromise is reduced

sealing capability of the tip labyrinth seal. An alternate solution in high

quantity production would be to implempnt a rotor machining technique, whereby

the bearing race diameters are on the same axis as the center of mass of the

rotor. A suggested means of accomplishing such a technique is described in

Appendix B.

0,070 0.120 0.125 R
MAX MiN

3-

CROSS HATCHING

. AREAS

~Figure 3-7. Areas of Material Removal
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3.5 SPIN TESTING

3The stress coated monorotor and spin fixture were mounted vertically in the

high speed spin pit facility and initial check out runs were made to identify

the first critical speed, which was observed close to 14,000 rpm. The fixture

was subsequently extracted from the pit for examination and showed no evidence

of stress coat cracking. A second acceleration was made to 20 percent and then

25 percent design speed where spalling of the stress coat was observed.

Apparently the stress coat had not been applied uniformly, resulting in the

spalling (Figure 3-8) rather than discrete cracking.

A third acceleration was made up to 98,000 rpm prior to the speed falling off

and the operator discontinuing the test. Post examination showed that the

forward bearing had apparently failed on shutdown.

U

Figure 3-8. Monorotor Stress Coat Spalling
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Previous difficulties had been experienced with a similar dynamic assembly

with instability of the 0.125 inch diameter drive shaft from the spin head to

*the rotor near 100,000 rpm. Accordingly, it was decided to stabilize the drive

shaft extension by incorporating the engine high speed pinion bearings. (See

Figure 3-9.)

3 The modified spin fixture is shown in Figure 3-10 as mounted in the spin pit.

Initial checkout revealed that excessive oil-flow churning and bearing preload

prevented reaching design speed. The churning and preload were reduced, making

it possible to reach 120 percent design speed with a spin head turbine inlet

* pressure of 180 psig. Subsequently, several spin tests were made measuring

speed, time, and proximity probe displacement at the exducer hub. Figure 3-11

shows a maximum displacement of 1.7 mil at the critical speed of 13,700 rpm.

The monorotor tip diameter was measured before and after spinning. Permanent

growth was recorded as follows:

U

LI

Figure 3-9. Modified Spin Fixture
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II

Figure 3-10. Vertical Spin Pit

U

Figure 3-10. Vertical Spin Pit, Contd
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20K

U

13.700 RPM

SPEEDSPIN TEST 11-11-82
SPEED CRITICAL SPEED

l

2.5 MIL

RMS DISPLACEMENT X PROBE

MAX DISP = 1.2 2-= 1.7 MIL

Figure 3-11. Spin Test Measurement

*. Tip Diameter Permanent
Speed, rpm Growth, inch

98,000 0.000
124,000 0.003
126,000 0.0035
130,000 0.0105

S
As per item 8 of the test agenda, a final soin run was made to 135,000 rpm

:. where a burst was accomplished. The type of burst was a desirable, minimum

energy rim fragmentation, as illustrated in Figure 3-12.

The resulting imbalance forces sheared the shaft in two places, one ahead of

the aft bearing race, and one at the inertia weld, as illustrated in Figure

, 3-13.

The test monorotor was slightly different from the original design in that the

disc extended completely to the turbine tip, 4.5 inch diameter, and thus had

both increased disc weight and stress. Extension of the disc was implemented

to facilitate eventual assembly with the turbine nozzle.
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Figure 3-12. Rim Fragmentation
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Figure 3-12. Rim Fragmentation, Contd
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INERTIA
WELD FACE

* Figure 3-13. Shaft Shearing Due to Imbalance Forces

Comparative maximum disc tangential stresses and burst speeds estimated from

the finite element stress model for the two configurations are listed below

using the material tested U.T.S. of 164 ksi.

Configuration Original Design Extended Disc

Blade Weight, lb 0.54 0.54
Disc Weight, lb 1.89 1.99
Maximum Tangential Stress, ksi 64.2 69.8
Radial Stress, ksi 84 103
Burst Margin on Radial Stress, % 140 127

Test Burst Margin = 128.5%

Rim fragmentation occurred at a mean diameter of 3.0 inches, which corresponds

to the position of maximum radial stress.

- The predicted and actual burst speeds agree, presuming radial overstress was

the mode of failure. Thus, disc contouring has been demonstrated to be an

-important monorotor design aspect.
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3.6 SUMMARY OF PHASE II TESTS

U *Successful mechanical integrity testing was completed as per approved

test agenda.

* A disc burst was demonstrated in a desirable minimum energy rim

Ufragmentation mode

* The disc burst was caused by radial stresses exceeding the material

limits.

Balancing of the monorotor is a potential manufacturing problem.

Methods of machining should be investigated to permit location of the

machining center on the center of mass.

• Fixture spin testing should be conducted with the minimum possible

amount of bearing oil flow.

The drive shaft sheared in two places, indicating the inertia-welded

'- joint may only be as strong as the smaller shaft. It is recommended

that the weld joint be metallurgically examined.

3
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
U

• "Two mid-temperature 4.50-inch tip diameter radial inflow turbine rotors were

designed for a maximum turbine nozzle inlet temperature of 2200*F,

*n representative of the threshold for simply-cooled metallic technology.

Rotational speeds for both rotors were 105,000 rpm. One rotor was internally

air-cooled and the other conduction-cooled in a monorotor arrangement.

Detailed aerothermodynamic, structural, and cost analyses of both rotors

II revealed slightly lower stress rupture life but improved burst speed margin

and significantly lower manufacturing costs for the monorotor configuration.

Technology application studies for highly portable, lightweight, ground power

gas turbine generator sets showed that significant improvements to the

* power-to-weight ratio were possible. In combination with exhaust heat recovery

with a ceramic regenerator, the MTR turbine had the potential of a highly

* thermal-efficient 30-kW generator set equal to that of the diesel engine.

,- Design studies were extended to a ceramic high temperature rotor operating at

-- a maximum turbine nozzle inlet temperature of 26001F. Using sintered silicone

carbide material, it was determined that rotor failure probability was

Sunacceptable and that the relatively small performance benefit, which occurred

when operating temperature was increased from the MTR to the HTR

• configuration, questions the viability of this concept

As a result of Phase I design studies, monorotor casting tooling and five

monorotor castings in hipped IN 792 superalloy were procured. One casting was

- machined and inertia welded to an existing T-20G shaft, to form a single-mass

rotating assembly. The rotating assembly was mounted to an existing T-20G

-- bearing capsule for mechanical testing in the high speed spin pit facility.

Spin testing was comprised of three runs to 120 percent design speed and a

burst demonstration. The burst occurred at 128.5 percent design speed and was

of the rim fragmentation type.
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The development effort to date indicates that the monorotor is a practical

approach to low cost, high temperature, small gas turbine generator sets of

the 30-kW size, and continuation of the program into an Aerodynamic Design

Verification Phase (in Appendix B) is recommended. Two minor problems require

further resolution and involve an improved balancing technique for the

monorotor and additional development of the inertia welding process to improve

a weld joint strength.

4
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APPENDIX A
U

CERTIFIED REPORT OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND MECHANICAL TESTS
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APPENDIX B

MECHANICAL AND AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

VERIFICATION TEST PLAN MTR MONOROTOR
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Spin testing will be conducted in the spin pit fixture (Drawing 161786). The

monorotor and shaft assembly will be mounted in a modified T-20G bearing

*capsule and coupled to the spin pit drive turbine. Two proximity probes are

positioned 90 degrees apart at the exducer hub to measure shaft motion during

- transient acceleration and decelerations.

*Brittle lacquer stress coating will be conducted with residual bearing oil

only to minimize the possibility of oil contaminating the lacquer. This will

" be possible as coating stress cracks should occur at low (approximately 25

percent design) speed.

U

B.1 SPIN PIT TEST PROCEDURE

Spin pit testing will commence according to the following procedure:

1. Place stress coated monorotor in spin pit fixture and couple to spin

pit drive turbine. Photograph monorotor and spin head.

2. Connect all instrumentation and record proximity probe output on tape

and oscilloscope.

3. Accelerate past the first critical speed to 15 percent design speed and

immediately shut down.
p"

4. Examine and pre-analyze test data for accuracy and trend.

5. Accelerate to 20 percent design speed shutdown and inspect for cracks.

Repeat in additional one percent increments until lacquer cracks are

discerned.

6. Conduct steady acceleration to 100 percent design speed monitoring

proximity probe output. Shut down, inspect, and pre-analyze data.

B-2
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7. Contingent upon completing Step 6, accelerate to 120 percent design

speed and repeat three times.
U

8. Determine maximum speed capability of spin head and monorotor.

*B.2 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN VERIFICATION (OPTIONAL)

*"  An existing T-20G gas turbine baseline engine will be modified to accept one

of the mid-temperature turbine monorotors for performance evaluation purposes.

*I As the degree of modification is highly dependent upon operating turbine inlet

temperature, initial plans will be to conduct turbine testing at short time

turbine inlet temperatures no higher than currently attainable with existing

hardware (1800 to 1900*F). As a minimum, the following instrumentation will be

installed to determine component performance:

* Turbine inlet total temperature

* Turbine inlet total pressure

* Turbine inlet flow

* Turbine exit total pressure

* Turbine exit static pressure

* Turbine exit total temperature

* Turbine rotational speed

* Turbine output power

Engine test performance will be obtained at 93 and 100 percent design

corrected speed (100 percent = 93,500 rpm) at a minimum of six turbine inlet

temperatures equally spaced between no load and maximum turbine inlet

temperature. The engine test data will be analyzed to determine overall

engine, compressor, and turbine performances.

Subsequent to the performance evaluation, the turbine will be examined to

determine its mechanical conditions. A short endurance demonstration run will

then be commenced at the following conditions:
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0 100 Percent Mechanical Speed

0 20 Cycles - Each cycle consisting of:

- 5 minutes no load

- 5 minutes half load

- 5 minutes full load (maximum turbine inlet temperature)

m- 5 minutes shut down

The engine will be subsequently disassembled to carry out a thorough

mechanical inspection of the turbine components.
U

A Phase III Test Report will be prepared covering all test work, test

analysis, test data compilation, and component examination.

B-4
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APPENDIX C

U

ALTERNATE BALANCE PROCEDURE FOR SUGGESTED MONOROTOR

1
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" C.1 BACKGROUND

The first monorotor assembly was received at Turbomach in the final machined

condition, but not balanced. Its initial unbalance of 0.236 in-oz. seemed

excessive. Calculating the unbalance permitted by drawing tolerances showed

that the rotor could be as much as 0.518 in.-oz. out of balance and still meet

N print runout requirements. Material removal areas shown on the print were

insufficient to achieve balance; so new material removal areas were suggested

which permitted removal of blade tips and disk rim material.

C.2 NEED

To avoid removing large quantities of material, an alternate balance method

which would eliminate most of the unbalance during the machining process would

. be desirable. In simple terms, to produce a monorotor assembly which has

little unbalance, the bearing race diameters would be machined on the same

axis as the center of mass of the rotor.

C.3 APPROACH

This suggestion is an attempt to find the mass center of the' rotor assembly

, prior to final machining so that final diameters of the shaft will be coaxial

-. with the mass center.

The sequence of operations would be:

1. Inertia weld raw 4340 bar stock to rotor casting as currently defined,

permitting reasonable concentricity tolerance.

2. Create a rotor axis by machining center points in each end of the

welded assembly.
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3. Machine the assembly to a semi-finished configuration with all

diameters approximately 0.040 or 0.050 larger than their final size.

U(Note: A new drawing may be necessary to define the semi-machined

configuration.) Figure C-i shows the semi-machined shape in phantom

lines.

4. Check balance the rotor on its axis. Determine the amount of unbalance

and its direction by direct readings from the balance machine or by

placing wax on blade tips to achieve balance.

A

SECTION VA-AJ

- Figure C-1. Semi-Machined Shape
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5. Using the following equation, calculate the distance from the axis to

the rotor mass center:

U
duc

r

where: dc =distance from axis to mass center

U = unbalance of semi-finished rotor in units of

inch-ounces

W r = semi-furnished rotor assembly weight in ounces

6. If the rotor axis were moved by an amount "d c" (by creating new

machine centers), the semi-finished rotor would be balanced. However,

Section A-A of Figure C-I shows that after moving the rotor axis, the

material removed during the final machining will be eccentric, thus

inducing unbalance. Sections CA and C.5 show the derivation of a

factor used to account for this secondary balance requirement and the

modified equation becomes:

.W r  Wr + 24•.5

r r

where: W = weight of material removed in final machining:

Approximately 2 oz.

U' = unbalance induced by eccentric machining: Approximately

26.5 in.-oz.

in.
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7. With caution and accuracy, grind new machine centers in both ends of

the semi-finished rotor which are displaced from the original centers a

distance "d '" in the direction of unbalance.
::-1 c

8. Using new centers, finish machine the assembly per drawing

requirements. The finished rotor will have relatively little static

unbalance.

Several basic assumptions were made in developing this concept:

* Methods are available to grind new machine centers at an accurate

distance from old ones (tolerances of 0.001 or less).

* A new center can be created near an old one without the tool

wandering into the original center.

-:The added cost of producing the semi-machined rotor will not be

prohibitive.

, Dynamic balance will be easy to achieve if static unbalance is low.

U If any of these assumptions are erroneous, then the original method of

removing material from blade tips or disk rim will have to be used. It should

* .:be pointed out, however, that a check balance after rough machining will be

valuable. If the part is highly unbalanced, the center axis could be corrected

7as described above before final machining. If the rough machined part has only

low or moderate unbalance, simply finish the rotor assembly and then balance

it by material removal.

-- A development program to establish the workability of balancing during

- manufacture rather than balancing by material removal will be valuable to the

monorotor program as well as future programs.
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